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Introduction

Tremendous progress has been made in automated and semi-automated verification since the seminal works on program verification. Automated deductive
techniques like model checking have been highly successful for many verification
tasks (e.g., [17, 18, 13]). Impressive advances continue to be made in static analysis, type systems, and static bug finding (e.g., [21, 12]). These approaches aim to
verify code or find bugs in existing systems as automatically as possible, with as
little developer help as possible. This has been the aim of the research community for many years, possibly due in part to the bad reputation that continues to
plague full program verification. Theorem proving approaches to program verification have continued to make advances, but indeed, they still are generally
applied only to the most critical applications (e.g., [7, 5, 16, 11]).
Despite the continuing advances in fully automated verification, it seems unlikely that essentially automatic techniques will ever be able to scale to full program verification. Given steadily increasing societal reliance on software systems,
totally correct code remains a vitally important goal. In this position paper, I
advocate an approach to full program verification in which programmers write
imperative programs and their computational proofs together as single artifacts
(Section 3). Despite the reliance on manual creation of proofs, the approach
I advocate is quite different from existing theorem-proving approaches, which
I argue are unlikely ever to be feasible for mainstream use (Section 2). In Section 4, I show how the approach I advocate solves critical problems with theorem
proving, and I compare the approach to other verification approaches.

2

Problems with Theorem Proving

Program verification based on theorem proving deserves its unfavorable reputation as unreasonably burdensome. Consider a typical contemporary example, the
Krakatoa tool for certifying Java and JavaCard programs [8]. The approach implemented in this tool is state-of-the-art, and integrates many sophisticated ideas
and tools to provide a complete solution for an important real-world verification
problem. Nevertheless, despite its impressive strengths, Krakatoa demonstrates
the burdensome nature of current theorem-proving approaches. Krakatoa works

as follows. Verification problems consisting of Java programs annotated with
JML specifications are translated into verification problems in an intermediate
language called WHY. Another tool then generates verification conditions (VCs)
for the WHY problem, in the language of the Coq proof assistant. Those VCs
must now be proved in Coq. While Coq provides a number of powerful tactics for
automated reasoning, this task is of necessity largely a manual one. The proof
is conducted with respect to a model in Coq of parts of Java carried through by
the WHY tool. The number of highly complex artifacts that the person doing
the verification must understand here is simply too great. She must be fluent in:
– the specification language, in this case JML. JML’s syntax resembles Java’s,
but as a logical language it nevertheless relies on mathematical, as opposed
to computational, intuitions.
– the proof language, in this case the language of Coq. As a higher-order logic,
this is far removed from something most developers are familiar with. Effective verification in a tool like Coq also requires knowledge of a sophisticated
tactics library.
– the background theory; in this case, the partial model of Java in Coq.
– in the case of Krakatoa, the WHY intermediate language, and the encoding
of Java into WHY. This must be understood since the VCs are generated via
WHY. The encoding of Java into WHY is nontrivial, involving, for example,
an explicit model of the heap.
It is not reasonable to require a programmer to understand all these unfamiliar artifacts to solve even basic verification problems.

3

Language-Based Verification

Program verification based on proving extracted verification conditions (I will
call this “the VC approach”) seems destined to remain infeasible for mainstream
use. But there is another approach, known for a long time to the type theory
community, which does not suffer from these difficulties. This is what Thorsten
Altenkirch calls internal verification [2]. With internal verification, proofs are
data in the programming language, just like booleans or strings. The type of a
proof is the theorem it proves. Internally verified functions require, as additional
input arguments, proofs of their pre-conditions. They produce, as additional
outputs, proofs of their post-conditions. Proofs are connected to the non-proof
parts of programs by the type checker. My group1 has been developing two
different languages based on this idea, which I will now describe. The first is
nearing a certain degree of maturity, while the second is still in very early stages.
3.1

RSP1

RSP1 is a novel functional programming language that supports type-safe imperative programming with proofs [20]. It builds on ideas from Martin-Löf type
1
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theory, particularly as developed in the logical frameworks community, while
adding imperative features. The basic idea of logical frameworks is that proof
systems can be encoded as term-indexed datatypes. For example, we can declare
a datatype form of formulas in a standard way. Then a datatype pf of proofs may
be declared as a term-indexed datatype, where the index is a formula. If p is an
encoded formula, then (pf p) is a type. Term constructors are then declared in
such a way that mathematical proofs of formulas φ are in one-one correspondence
with values of type (pf phi), where phi is the object of type form corresponding
to φ. For example, we might have a constructor ModusPonens which takes in
formulas p and q, together with objects of type (pf (implies p q)) and (pf
p), and constructs a new term of type (pf q). As this example shows, the types
of constructors are dependent in RSP; the return type of a use of ModusPonens
depends on (i.e., mentions by name) some of its input values. The static and
dynamics semantics of RSP1 have been formalized, and the language has been
proved type safe. The major difference between RSP1 and Martin-Löf type theory is that the latter relies on evaluating arbitrary terms at compile-time to
doing type checking. This means that imperative features cannot be added to
Martin-Löf type theory in any straightforward way, and programs must all be
(strongly) normalizing. RSP1 separates representation and computation in such
a way that imperative features and general recursion can be handled, while retaining decidable type checking. The essential technical idea is syntactically to
keep impure constructs like effectful operations out of types. To refer in a type
to something like the result of a possibly non-terminating computation or a read
of mutable state, one uses a hiding let construct to get a name for the result of
the computation. This name can then be used in types. An RSP1 type checker,
interpreter, and compiler to Ocaml have been implemented, in around 7000 lines
of Ocaml.
We have implemented a number of nontrivial examples in RSP1. One is a
proof-producing validity checker called RVC (“Rogue Validity Checker”), which
is currently around 8000 lines of RSP1 (see [6] for a description of RVC in its
early stages). RVC decides validity of quantifier-free formulas modulo combined
background theories of linear integer arithmetic, uninterpreted functions, and arrays. Due to type safety of RSP1, any proof produced by a successful execution
is guaranteed to check. Indeed, we have implemented a form of partial evaluation
which can slice out proofs from RVC’s code after type checking. Other examples include statically validated mesh-manipulating algorithms from Computer
Graphics, where internal verification ensures that the data being manipulated
always satisfy the property of being a mesh (with a particular Euler characteristic) [3].
3.2

Local Heap Invariants in RSP1

RSP1 can be used to write programs with proofs showing that local invariants
of the heap are maintained. This can be done even though RSP1’s type system
does not allow explict mention of the results of reads and writes to mutable state
in types (which serve as specifications). In RSP1, pointers can be set to point

from one object to another. To express a local invariant, the programmer can
require that a proof of that invariant must be given when the pointer is set. Such
a proof is then available when the pointer is dereferenced. Technically, this is
done by making the pointer point from the first object to a dependent record (as
in [15]) containing the second object and the proof of the invariant.
Local heap invariants, while less expressive than global invariants involving,
for example, the transitive closure operator, are still quite powerful for specifying
mutable data structures. Several examples are explored in a recent paper from
my group, the most complex of which is verified insertion into a binary search
tree, where we statically verify the binary search tree property [20]. This is done
by associating, with each node in the tree, a lower and upper bound for all the
data at nodes reachable from the current node. This association is done using
an indexed type: nodes have type “node l d u”, where l is the lower bound,
u is the upper bound, and d is the data stored at the node itself. Setting the
pointer to the left subtree of a node requires a proof that the upper bound of
the left subtree is less than or equal to the data stored at the current node (and
similarly for the right subtree). Insertion then manipulates proofs showing that
these local invariants hold. Verification using local heap invariants has also been
studied recently by McPeak and Necula [10].
3.3

Reflected Evaluation Proofs

RSP1 is excellent for programming with proofs of properties of data. It can even
verify certain properties of mutable data structures, despite the fact that types
are forbidden to mention references. But RSP1 is not well suited to verifying total
correctness of algorithms, since it provides no way to reason about executions of
code. For example, it has no mechanisms to prove that code will not encounter
run-time errors like arithmetic exceptions or array-bounds errors. Furthermore,
specifications are implemented as datatypes, and proofs must be defined by the
programmer.
A more fundamental approach to programming with proofs may possibly be
realized along the following lines. First, we adopt assertions as our (computational) specifications. That is, pre- and post-conditions of functions are expressed
by saying how certain pieces of code are expected to evaluate before and after
the function is called. For example, consider the obvious function which merges
two sorted lists to obtain a new sorted list with exactly the same elements. Part
of its computational specification is that calling the check sorted routine on
each input list before the function is called should return true. This way of specifying code is likely to be very appealing to programmers, who are already used
to writing assertions. But the question then arises, if we are going to program
with proofs for these kinds of specifications, what are those proofs? The answer
is that they are reflected versions of the evaluation proofs inductively defined by
the operational semantics of the language. For each proof rule in the operational
semantics of the language, there is a built-in term constructor. Reflected evaluation proofs showing that pieces of code execute in certain ways can then be built
by the programmer in the programming language. The type of the proof is the

evaluation statement it proves. For example, in the big-step semantics for a language with an if-then-else (ITE) construct, there is a rule that says: if the if-part
of the ITE evaluates to true, and the then-part evaluates to X, then the whole
ITE evaluates to X. This proof rule is reflected as a term constructor iftrue in
the programming language. This constructor takes in two reflected proofs corresponding to the two premises of the rule, and constructs a term whose type is
(if I then T else E ==> X).
The foundational nature of reflected evaluation proofs is appealing, but it
is not clear yet how the technical development of the idea should proceed. One
approach begins by defining static and dynamic semantics for such a language,
and proving the usual meta-theoretic results, in particular type preservation. One
technical novelty is that whenever a term is evaluated, the operational semantics
states that the corresponding reflected evaluation proof is actually constructed,
and placed on a stack. Subproofs are removed from this stack to construct the
new proof. These proofs are then accessible to programs via an explicit reflection
construct.
A second approach begins by developing a logical theory of executions of a
programming language (without embedded proofs). Executions are represented
by terms in some logic, most likely higher-order logic, for handling binding constructs in the programming language. Axioms are given defining a relation on
executions and pairs of terms, which holds when the first term evaluates to the
second according to the execution. An induction principle is formulated for executions. Properties of programs may then be proved in the external verification
style using higher-order logic and the axioms about executions. To support internal verification, the programming language is then extended to allow executions
as program data. The meaning of a program is partly determined by an elaboration function which maps a program (with its embedded proofs in the internal
verification style) into a higher-order logic proof about the computational part
of the program (i.e., without its embedded proofs). The goal is then to define a
type system which is sound for successful elaboration: well-typed programs elaborate to higher-order logic proofs that are guaranteed to check. The advantage
of this approach over the first one is that it naturally supports classical reasoning principles. The first approach seems most naturally to require constructive
reasoning.
Whichever approach to the technical development of reflected evaluation
proofs succeeds, techniques for proof irrelevance will likely be required to slice
away proofs from the computational parts of programs [14].

4

Comparison to Existing Approaches

I will now argue that the two languages described in the preceding Section
compare favorably with existing verification approaches, using these metrics:
automatic: How automatic is the approach? Must the programmer write proofs,
specifications, or other annotations, or can raw code be handled?

strength: Can arbitrary properties be specified and checked of arbitrary systems, or are the specifications or systems that can be handled restricted in
some way?
mainline languages: Does the approach apply to systems developed in mainstream programming languages, or must special languages be used?
incremental update: How much work is required to re-establish specifications
after an incremental change?
unified language: Is there a single language and single set of tools for specification, implementation, and proof?
computational approach: Are the languages involved computational or mathematical/logical in character?
support for imperative features: Can the approach handle imperative features? If so, how directly are they handled?
Figure 1 compares the following approaches with the languages proposed
above: fully or mostly automated approaches like model-checking and static
analysis, theorem-proving based on manually proving extracted VCs, program
development by refinement, and type theoretic approaches like Martin-Löf type
theory (MLTT in the Figure). The latter are, of course, the most closely related
to RSP1 and the reflected evaluation proofs (REP in the Figure). The KeY system supports verification of JavaCard programs using Dynamic Logic [1, 4]. Let
me provide some further explanation for the entries in the Figure.

approach
automated
VCs
refinement
MLTT
RSP1
REP
KeY

auto
yes
no
no
no
no
no
partial

strong
no
yes
yes
yes
partial
yes
yes

mainline
yes
yes
yes
no
maybe
maybe
yes

update
yes
partial
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

unified
partial
no
no
yes
yes
yes
good

comp.
partial
no
no
yes
yes
yes
partial

effects
yes
yes
yes
no
partial
yes(?)
yes

Fig. 1. Comparison of verification approaches

Automated approaches cannot handle arbitrary properties of arbitrary systems. Specifications (e.g., temporal logic in model checking) are often more logical than computational. The techniques do apply to mainstream programming
languages, and can handle effects. The VC approach has already been discussed.
Note that while it is in principle possible to apply the VC approach to any programming language one likes, doing so for a new language typically requires a
lot of modeling work in the theorem prover. Refinement requires manual application of refinement steps, which are outside the programming language. The
main drawback of the approach of Martin-Löf type theory is that it cannot in
any obvious way be extended to mainstream programming languages with general recursion or effects. RSP1 goes some of the way towards dealing with effects

in a unified, computational way. The ideas there could probably be incorporated into a mainstream functional programming language like Ocaml. It does
require manual creation of proofs, like the VC approach. I do not consider it
fully strong because of its limited ability to specify properties of the heap. The
reflected evaluation proofs approach has the same strengths as RSP1, with the
added potential (not yet realized) to specify properties of the heap. Furthermore, reflected evaluation proofs support an even more computational approach
than RSP1, since specifications are just assertions, whereas in RSP1, they are
term-indexed datatypes.
The KeY system, while based on a traditional verification paradigm (namely
Dynamic Logic), supports a much more viable approach to dispatching verification conditions than is typical of the VC approach. In particular, program
fragments are retained in the modal operators of Dynamic Logic, and discharging
verification condition requires a mix of symbolic simulation, state simplification,
and logical deduction. In this respect, it resembles work on Dynamic Verification [19]. KeY also has some support for incrementally recovering parts of proofs
which are still applicable when code is modified. Proofs are separate artifacts
from programs, but the KeY tool is able to maintain a close connection between
proofs and programs. It remains to be seen how the tightly integrated languagebased approach I have advocated here compares in detail with an approach like
KeY’s.

5

Conclusion

I have argued that traditional approaches based on proving extracted verification conditions are unlikely ever to be widely adopted for verification, due to the
heavy burdens they place on developers. I propose that instead, language-based
approaches to program verification be developed, where correctness proofs are
intertwined with code, in a way that gives them the appearance of being program
data just like strings or booleans. Work in this direction is being pursued by my
group, based on the RSP1 language, and the still developing idea of reflected
evaluation proofs. The intention is that by making specificational and verificational artifacts more computational and less (in the technical sense) logical,
program verification will become more usable for regular development. Other
projects working toward this vision include the Epigram project and the ATS
project [22, 9]. Language-based approaches are also highlighted at the FLoC
2006 workshop entitled “Programming Languages meets Program Verification”
(PLPV), organized by Hongwei Xi and the author.
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